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SPANISH OBJECTIVES: SET # 1



ORGAIZATION OF UNITS OF INSTRUCTION. P P S.

The following objectives apply to Dialogue and Reading 6eloction

of tAll units solnloss otherwise indicated,

212A0144,4__ 90% of students in class will correctly recite

the Dialogue Units 17.24 when given a specific role.

Obleotive,II. 80% of students in class will correctly answer,

orcIlly, in elpss, with no textbook for reference, 19 of 20

questions about the Dialogue Units 172! with the question

format' as follows:

(20) question *about information contained in Dialogue .

so stRted that answer is part of the line in Dialogue

r2ceTr)1,g . (From Dialogue) R. Pues digan to que digan,

Vargas Campo es el hombre del dfa

Question: 4Quidn es el hombre del dal

Answer; Vargas Campo es el hombre del.dfa

01.11,2,91. 70% of students In class will correctly answer,

orally, in class, with no textbook for reference, 9 out of 10

questions relating to content of Dialogue Units 174024 -with the

question format as follows:

(10) question on the to-pIc of the Dialogue, but relating

to the student's actual experience -so stated that

answer will elicit a Dialogue line with very few

alterations.

Zipmprj, (From Dialogue) K. Lo dnico que te pedims

es que no estudies pars abogado



Questions 4Quel le piden sus pnOres sobre sus estudios?

Ans7ers Lo 4ntoo iue me plden es quo no estudie para

m4dioo.

oburalm.a. 65% of students in class t t1.. correctly narrate,

in class, with no textbook for reference, the Dialogue Units 17.

24, when given a sequence of events, in each of 15 cuestions .with

the Question format as follows:

(15) question about what a character says in Dialogue .

so stated that'answer requires the use of a synonym or

equivalent expression, but not the exact line of

Dialogue,

gatami4e .0 (From Dialogue) R. .De qu ay exj,,.=441/

tatipi...m, mama? 4De vestidos?

Question: 4Que' pregunta RamOn a su mama?

Answers Le pregunta si 41 y su padre Sisacist2aer

de vestidos.

illagsalmiz In post test, 80% of students in class will

correctly select the Spanish word or phrase that is best defined

by a written statement in Spanish, with the format as follows:

(3o) written statement in Spanish defining a new word

or phrase used in Dialogue or Reading Selection,

followed by 4 Spanish words or idioms of which one and

only one is correct.

B4amp3te . (From Reading Selection) E. Profesor,

quiero que me d4 unosImma2421.



Definition: Recomendaciones u opiniones rue algunos

percnav nos ,1/ robre nuestros problems personales

Choices* a. amigos

b. comentarios

0, r2=2,2

d. lfos

Minimum achievement level is 28 out of 30

Snaccti,y,Ln, 70% of students in class will correctly rinser,

orally, in class, with no textbook for reference, 9 out of 10

nuestions relating to content of Rey Oelect.ion Units 17.24 .

with nuestion format as follows:

(10) question on the topic of Reading Selection, but

related to student's actual experience wso stated that

answer will elicit a Selection line with very few

alterations.

(From Reading Selection) E. Ay, senor, hay

tantos abogados ahora quo es diffeil destacarse on

ese campo.

Question* 4Va Usted estudiar prIra abogado?

Answer* Yo, no, porque hay tantos abogados ahora cane

es diffcil destPcarse en ese camp°.

itumumm. In post test, 80% of students in class will

correctly underline the answer to 14 of 15 questions about

Reading Selection Units 17m24, .with format as follows*

Given a narrative in Spanish about content of Reading



Selection (phrased avoiding repetition of exact words

used in Selection, written with synonyms known to

students and cognates new to them) followed by 15

questions in Spanish phrased with words used in

Selection, the student will underline that portion of

narrative that best answc.rs questions and will write

question numbers to the left of line in narrative

where answer begins.

91tesalreVlein post test, 75% of students in class .still

correctly select the answer for 27 of 30 questions with format

as follows:

(30) incomplete oral statement in Spanish with a

generalized ideal of the content presented in Units

followed by 4 written completions, in Spanish,

of which only one is correct.

Obi ve I In post test 75% of students in class will

correctly select the answer for 27 of 30 questions with format

as follows*

(00) complete oral statements in Spanish with a

generalized idea of the content presented in Units 17m

24, followed by 4 complete written statements in

Spanish of which only one logically follows from given

statement said by some speaker.

2104414431LA, In post test, 75% of students in class will

correctly select the answer for 27 of 30 questions, with format



as follows:

(30) oral question in Spanish about generalized

content presented in Units 17444, followed by 4

complete written answers in Spanish of which only one

is correct

alsolzaja. In Language Lab oral test, 80% of students in

class will correctly answer 25 of 30 questions with format as

follows:

1) model oral stumulus as it appears on section of

tapes for Units 174024, falowed by appropriate

answer,

29) oral stimulus as it appears on section of tapes

for Units 17*24, The student will give appropriate

answer.

UNITS

gattUaZ

1. Objective I

2, Objective II

3. Objective III

4, Objective IV

5. 90% of students in class will correctly write in Spanish

the present indicative or subjunctive Of the verbs given in

parenthe$10, in the person indicated, for 38 of 40 Tuestions

with the format as follows:

--&



X15) dentence in Spanish with main verb expressing

knowledge, belief, perception, discovery, lenrning,

report, prediction and dependent clause with verb

left blank with inkinittve form given in parenthesis.

(1$) sentence in Spanish with idea of main verb

affecting the course of what happens in the dependent

clause (cause it, encourage it, prevent it, dis.

courage it) with verb of noun clause left blank and

infinitive form given in parenthesis.

(10) sentence in Spanish with main verb expressing

an attitude of likowdislike or acceptance..rejeotion

and dependent noun clause with verb lefttlank and

Infinitive form given in parenthesis.

siMastil

1. Yo s4 que Juan (soguir) mis oonsejos.

2. No creo quo ellas (hacerL nada moior.

3. &arta major que td (ir) sin falta.

6, In post test, 90% of students in class will select the

right answer for 19 of 20 questions with format as follows:

(10) sentence in Spanish expressing indirect command

with verb left blank and infinitive given in

parenthesis, followed by 4 verb forms with only one

grapheme different in each form, a which one Is

correct.

SugualuSi, es mejor que ell les (11ev r



a. lleven

bo ilev4

co neve

do ileves

(10) sentence in Spanish exnms ing the "let's"

command form wtth verb form left blank and

infinitive given in 'parenthesis -followed by 4

verb forms with reflexive and objective

pronouns in different positions, only one form

being correct.

Es mejor hacer este trabajo ahora

$f, (hacer) ahora

ao nos lo hagamos

bo hagamonos

co haemoslo

d. hagamonoslo

7. In post test, 90% of students in class will correctly write

the appropriate vowel ending for 5 given adjectives in 5

sentences with format as follows*

(5) model sentence in Spanish showing noun and

adjective(s) with vowel indicating gender left

blank, No other determiner tn sentence will reveal

gender vowel.

&was Doe cats nets bien °anent°, por favor

8, In post test, 90% of students in class will correctly select

" " 0.-4 A." "" a



the appropriate translation of portions of 20 English sentences,

with format ,r-,4s followst

(20) English sentence 1:ith st section structured as

you soldiers, we doctors, us students, followed by

Spanish translation of sentence with equivalent section

left blank. Four answers are given of which only one

is correct.

ilaual. We technicians drink too couch coffee.

1101111.011wilvelsisamoimillININ01100sesie
hebemos clemaslado cata,

a. nosotaros, aenloos...

b. los tcnicos, nosotrose.0

o. nosotros los tilonicos..,

d thnicos...

minimum achievement levels 19 correct.

9. Objective V

100 Objective VI

11. Objective VII

12, Objective VIII

13, Objective IX

14, Objective X

15, Objective XI

=-LA
1, Objective I

2. Objective XI

3. Objective III



4. Objective DT

5. In poet tents 90% of students in class will oorrectly write

in 3pantsh the #resent indicative or subjunctive of the verbs

given in par,mthasis, in the person indieatcas for 48 of 50

questions, with format as follows;

(15) sentence in Spanish with dependent adverb clause

tntrodneed by conjunctions

como porque pues puesto quo

ya quo ahem que desde quo

and verb form left blank with infinitive form given

in parenthesis.

(10) sentorce in Spanish with dependent adverb clause

introduced by conjunction

antes (de) que con tal (de) que para que

sin que a menos quo

and verb form left blank with infinitive form tven in

parenthesis.

X15) sentence in Spanish with dependent adverb clause

introduced 1:): conjunction

cuando hasta que tan pronto (como) on cuanto

acme seen donde aunque

and verb form left blank with infinitive form stivvn

in ptirenthesis and 'verb form in main clause Indicating

future by either of these structures

Ix* (present) + a + infinitive



Vrb (present) + tlme adverb inMIcatin7 future

(10) sent,mce in apanish depenoent rtdve,rb clause

introduced by conjunc t Ion

cuando hasta sue tan pronto (oomo)

en curmto coo setsdn donde aunfrus

nnd verb farm left blank with infinitive form given

in parenthesis and verb form in main clause indicating

extended present by content.

Eyample Vamo a liter a las trey mesto qu.e (salir)

orouva,0001110Mmilionw a la ite
Es me or ir a ls cutro para quo ella (ir)

temprano.

Vamos a hacer el trabajo negiin no (d air)

41.

iempre hacemos la tarea comb la (entender)

6. In post test, 90% of students in class will correctly write

in Spanish the present indicative at subjunctive of the verb given

in parenthesis, in the person indiented, for 48 of 50 questions .0

with format as follows*

(20) sentence in panish with verb form in depondent

clause (adjective clause) left blank and infinitive

form given in parenthesis with subject for this form

determined in content of main awls° ...that is, stated

in main clause.

(30) sentence in Spanish with verb form in dependent

adjective clause left blank and infinitive form given



VA '.ntlqsis .rith uh3 oot 1..07:. this 171,!) rom

fWo.17..C. la cYlitent of min cii that 1;;$ cd

by licr:tr7'1 pror,7n with no ;tod rrence or words

lle .9."41$ eto

.4.1.;1.L042 E un boo Veallsta quo todo lo

crmblr.

(citerf,.1r)

0.7trl C. no hay COZA çe (et::)
WIMMOIP011MOMMWOUNIMO

en su

lunr

In poet test, CO % of t,,tudentc in cL.Iso v111 corrcntly match

the terms mass noun rInd count none rith approprite definitions

84 Objective V

9. Objective VIII

10c Obleotive IX

-11. Objective X.

Unit 19.,

I. Objective I.

2. Objective

3. Objective III.

L. Objective IV*

5 In post test, 90% of students in class will correctly write

in Spanish the preterite or imperfect subjunctive of the verbs

given in parenthesis in the persons indicated for 80 of 85

questions with format as follows:

(I0) sentence in Spanish with main verb expressing

Knowledge, beleif, perception, discovery, learning,

report, prediction, used in either imperfect or preterit



indicative and dependent noun clause with verb left

blank and infinitive form given in parenthesis.

(I0) sentence in Spanish with idea of main verb affecting

the course of what happens in the dependent noun clause

and main verb form either imperfect or preterite indicativ

with verb form left blank and infinitive form given in

parenthesis.

(5) sentence in Spanish with main verb expressing an

attitude of like-dislike or acceptance-rejection used in

either imperfect or preterite indicative with verb form

in noun clause left blanknand infinitive form given in

parenthesis.

(5) sentence in Spanish with main verb used in either

preterite or imperfect indicative with dependent adverb

clause introduced by conjunctions

comp porque pues puesto que ya que

abora que desde que

and verb form left blank with infinitive form given in

parenthesis.

(5) sentence in Spanish with main verb used in either

imperfect or preterite indicative with dependent adverb

clause introduced by conjunctions

antes (de) que eon tal (de) que para que

sin que a menos que

and verb form left blank with infinitive form given in

parenthesis.

(I0) sentence in Spanish with dependent adverb clause



introduced by conjunctions

ouando hasta qua tan pronto corm en cuanto

COMO segun donde aunque

and verb form left blank with infinitive form given in

parenthesis and acerb form in main clause indicating

anticipation at the recall axis of orientation by either

of these constructions:

Ir .0 a 1. infinitive
(imperfect)

Verb t time adverb indicating
(imperfect or anticipation at the recall point

preterite)
(5) sentence in Spanish with dependent adverb clause intro-

duced by conjunctions

cuande hasty quo tan pronto con, en cuanto

come segun donde aunque

and verb form left blank with infinitive form given in

parenthesis and verb form in main clause indicating action

in progress at recall axis of orientation.

(I0) sentence in Spanish with verb form in dependent

adjective clause left blank and infinitive form given in

parenthesis with subject for this verb form determined

in content of main clause. Verb in main clause used in

either imperfect or preterite indicative.

(Is) sentence in Spanish with verb form in dependent

adjective clause left blank and infinitive form given in

parenthesis with subject for this verb form undetermined



in content of main clause. Verb in main clause used in

either imperfect or preterite indicative.

Example Yo sahf'a que Juan (seguir) mis con.

sejos.

Fue mejor rale td (ir) sin falta, coma

to dijoi

No crefa que ellos (hacer) nada male.

Llegamos a las tres puesto que (ealir) a las

siete.

Era mejor ir a las cuatro para que ells ( llegar)

temprano.

Ibamos a hacer el trabaje segdn nos ()dear) di.

Siempre haefamos la tares come la (entender

Era un loco idoaliata que todo lo (querer) cambia'

En la calm no habfa cosa que (estar) en au lugar

6. In post test, 80 % of students in class will correctly write the

Spanish translation of portions of English sentences with format

as follows:

(10) English sentence with verb in dependent clause used

in either present, present progressive or future, followed

by Spanish translation of main clause clause with verb

in dependent clause left blank.

Example I hope you'll fellow my advice.

Espero que is eonsejose

(I0) English sentence with verb in dependent clause used

in either past or present perfect, followed by Spanish

translation of main cause with verb in dependent cause



left blank.

mil I'm sorry you didn't feel well last night.

Slento clue no bien anockw.

(15) English sentence with construction

...as if 4. verb in past or with t
would or might

or

I wish 4, verb in the past or with ..
would or might

followed by Spanish translation of English sentence

except for construction indicated above.

Example I wish they knew about thy: radio.

lo del radio.
Minimum achievement level: 30 correct of 35.7. In classroom oral test, 90 % of students in class will correctly

construct the diminutive form of 40 nouns ending in vowel, s or 1.

8. In post test, 90 % of students in class will correctly write the

symbols for singular (ii) or plural (n) noi4hemes for verb forms

given in 25 Spanish sentences with such morphemes left blank

according to the rules of agreement for collective nouns or fractions

of a plural whole.

maul Nuestro pueblo jamts lo vas, aceptor.

La m)r)r6 de la gente se opone

9. Objective V.

IO. Objective VI.

II. Objective VII.

12. Objective VIII.

13. Objective IX.

14. Objective X.



Unit 20

I. Objective I.
2. Objective II.

3. Objective

lop Objective IV.

5. In clasroom oral test, all students in clps will construct the

future and conditional verb forms for all verbs studied up to

Unit 20.

6. In classroom oral test, all students in class will correctly

construct all the progressive forms for all verbs studied up. to

Unit 20.

7. In classroom oral test, all students in class will construct

all the perfect forms for all verbs studied up to Unit 20.

6. In post test, 85 % of students in class will correctly write

the verb form left blank for 50 sentences derived from previous sen-

tences with format as follows:

(50 )Two or more sentences in Spanish so constructed as

to establish a definite sequence of events; last sentence)

with verbform left blank, restates sequence.

Example moleatia?
2. Nos 10 pregunte.
3. Nos pregunasi 11111111110 una molestia.

9. In post test, 85 % of students in class will correctly translate

into Spanish portions of English sentences with format as follows:

(30) English sentence expressing probability in the

present by either



probably do you suppose...

can. ...be..... must, ought to, should

followed by Spanish translation of sentence with

equivalent expressions of those indicated above left

blank.

PcamPle He must be hone'

en easa.

IO. In post test, 90 % of students in class will correctly write

the answers of 25 questions with format as follows:

(25) question in Spanish using verb in, either conditio .

nal or conditional perfect with suggestion for answer

given in short Spanish sentence in parenthesis. Answer

to be an unlikely or unreal "if" clause.

Exam's (No tienes ni papel ni apiz)

iEsoribirfas la leccan?

Si. si papel y lipiz.
II. IN post test, 90 % $f students in class will correctly write

for IC) given requests or criticismspin Spanish, the two transforma.

tion corresponding to degrees of softening a request or criticism.

.....EicatLeijPuedes prestarme veinte pesos?

prestarme veinte pesos?

prestarme veinte pesos?

12. Objective V.

13. Objective VIII.

il'.. Objective IX,

I5. Objective X.



r

Unit 21

I. Objective I.

2. Objective II.

3. Objectiveill.

Ii.. obsective Iv.

5. In post test, 90 % of students in class will correctly write

three equivalent sentences with three differ ant grammatical

structures for each of 25 English sentences given with format

as follows:

(25) English sentence with verb in main clause

expressing perception of action indicated by verb in

dependent clause, followed by Spanish translation of

English sentence in terms of basic vocabulary. The

student will write in Spanish three equivalent Benton.

ces of different structure translating given English

sentence.

Example They saw Olga write the letter.

/ver/ /escribir/ /oarta/

Pronoun for 01 a

......,
gerund

pronoun for cart&

Minimum achievement level: 23 sentences correct.

6. In classroom oral test, 90 % of students in class will match

all fewleniho nouns beginning with stressed a with the masculine

articles el u_. when article directly precedes the noun.



7. In post test, 75% of students in class will correctly translate

for 15 English sentences with construction

participle + by

the preposition a as either de or Ra Minimum achievement level:

13 correct.

8. In post test, 70 % of students in class will correctly translate

the prepositions with or in used in 15 English sentences by either

con or en. Minimum achievement level: 12 correct.

9. In post test, 80 % of students in class will correctly translate

the preposition at used in 15 English sentences by either en, or It

Minimum achievement level: 12 correct.

Ie. Objective V.

II: Objective VI.

12. Objective VIII.

13. Objective IX.

Objective X.

Unit 22*

I. Objective I.

2. Objective II.

3. Objective III.

4. Objective IV.

5. In post test, 75 % of students in class will correctly write

the verb form left blank in a Spanish sentence derived from two

or more sentences also in Spanish with format as follows:

(25) first sentence: statement or question with verb

in the past expressing concern for something or



someone.

second sentence: statement with verb in the past

expressing doubt.

derived sentence: statement with verb form left blank

rephrasing the two sentences above.

Example Me pregunto ande peso Pepe la pistol.

Quiza la ha dejado abajo.

La abajo.

Minimum gchievement level; 20 correct.

6.In post test, 90 % of students in class will correctly translate

English expressions for postures (standing, sitting, lying down, etc

given in IC) English sentences for Spanish equivalents (verb forms

ending in -do) with agreement for gender and number.

Minimum achievement level: 8 correct.

7. Objective VI.

8. Objective VII.

9. Objective VIII.

IC). Objective IX.

II. Objective X.

Witt 2,3.

I. Objective I.

2. Objective II.

3. Objective III.

4. Objective IV.

5. In post test, 90 % of students in class will correctly write

the prepositions 12.01,poz or de in 75 Spanish sentences with



format as follows:

(75) 25-30 word Spanish sentencowith preposition lef

blank. Sentence to include as much information as

it is required to establish clearly and beyond

doubt the preposition needed.

Example Fuimos a case de Olga y al volver pasamos

case de Filar.

H oy no es to cumpleanos, Juanita; es el

de Marta. Estes floras son ella.

Have pow) vi al joven clue me meneionaste

ayer.e Reouerdas? El los ojos

verdes.
Minimum achievement level: 65 correct.

6. In classroom oral test, 90 % of students in class will eorra0V

translate constructions of the type

noun modifying noun

for equivalent Spanish constructions

noun t de 4. noun

Minimum achievement level: 22 of 2S correct.

7. In post test, 75 % of students in class will correctly write

translation of infinitive phrases given in 50 English sentences

with format as follows:

(ICI) English sentence with construction

....noun t infinitive phrase....

or

....noun f oft ing....

followed by Spanish translation of sentence with



infinitive phrase or gerthnd left blank. Student

will write infinitive phras with preposition de.

Example H,,,e gave the order to shoot.
Die la orden

They've always had the habit of arriving
late.
Siempre han tenidso la costumbre

tarde.

(15) English sentence with construction

adjective . infinitive phrase .

followed by Spanish translation of English sentence

with infinitive phrase left blank. Student will

write infinitive phrase with no preposition.

Example it's difficult to read in bed.
Es diffcil en la came.

(10) English sentence with construction

....noun 4, ad_jective 4. infinitive phrase.
(implied (taking implied
object of object)
infinitive)

followed by Spanish translation of English sentence

with infinitive phrase left blank Student will write

infinitive phrase with preposition de.

Example It's a job difficult to finish.
Es un trabajo

(IS) English sentence with construction

....noun 4 adjective t infinitive
(implied phrase(taking
subject of implied subject
infinitive)



followed by Spanish translation of English sentence

with infinitive phrase left blank. Student will writ

infinitive phrase with preposition en.

Example You are always the last to make up your

mind.
T4 ores siempre el Ultimo

Minimum achievement level: 12 correct.

8. Objective V.

9. Objective VIII.

IO. Objective IX.

II. Objective X.

Unit 24..

I. Objective I.

2. Objective II.

3. Objective III.

4. Objective IV.

5. Objective V.

6. Objective VI.

7. Objective VII.

8. Objective VIII.

9. Objective IX.

Objective X.



SPANISH OBJECTIVES: SET # 2
.11MONOMIIP



UNIT I

Meld= was conquered by Hernan Cortes in 1$19. Aside from

this type of specific data, there are some interesting accounts

told about this famous man involving the actual conquest, The

unit story concerns itself with such accounts, including Cortes'

real reason for his expidition, the conspiracy of Montezuma

and some of the Aztec customs which faced Cortes as problems

All9AXIM

The student will understand some of the basiS
concepts involving the importance of the 0
Hernan Cortese

aboisalzat 1, Outside class given a list of 30 s ish
questions about the story from Unit I,
the student will answer each question in
a complete and co et spanish sentence,
using goes t by Moore as refereneelp
with 95pacc ey#

In class. the student will Or
in s isktiolrandom questions which per,
tan to the Unit let a on Heiman Cameo
without material references, with 95*
acc 00 Two minutes will be allowed
for the correct response,

Outside class, the student will. on anoutline map of IvlexiOot lay out the ea
route followed lie n Gortes in his
conquest of the Aztec capital. including
a legend and correct spanish spelling,

100
OR (alternate activity on next page)*



I. itjeiggin. : 3. Outside class the student will write a
paper in Spanish, 2004400 words in which
he will relate the legend of the founding
of Tenochtitlan, with accurate

100

-------The_stud_ent will be able to apply the Spanish
idioms introduced in the Unit I story.

4. In class. given a list of 20 incomplete
3panish sentences the student will orally
Complete the sentence in Spanish. when
asked by the instructor, using au appro.
;elate idiom from the unit story without
references. 2 minutes will be given for
a correct response, 95



UNIT la

MIL 1:4',E,41,,laatftena

The x aroma tical concepts included in this unit are: the

definite and indefinite articles; 20 contractions; 3* the genes

der of nouns ; 4. the formation of plural nouns. Each of these

concepts are introduced through the unit story. Followi

story* the rules for each case are enumerated,

20a; The student will learn to think in Span

9killttzt: le I the language laboratory0,the stu
will listen attentivelylin Spanish*
the Unit la story on taloa-0 a minimum
three times suecessivelY0 100

In the language laboratory the student will
listen to 26 Spanish questions on tape*
then after each question* he will re

rethe question in correct Spanish coutlond
a minimum ot three times. This process
is to be repeated a minimum of two time

60

II ate: The student will understand the a mmatical
concepts of the definite and indefinite art,
cies.

Objectilw 3 Outside class, given a list Of 18 Luca*.
plete Spanish sentences* the student will
write the appropriate form of the definite
article in the bl space provided* with
correct spelling* using the text by
Ugarto for reference. 95

Outside oleos, given a list of 10 incomo
plete Spanish sentences* the student will



1/* gkIWIEt; 4. write the appropriate form of the Weft
nite article in the blank space provided,
with correct spelling, using tia class text
by Ugarte for reference* 95

III. 9 the student will understand the uses of the
various Spanish idioms introduced in the unit Ia
story.

WMAV $. In class, the student will orally answer in
Spanish ny questions asked of him cancer
ning the unit story, correctly employing
the newly introduced idioms, without ref
erences. Two minutes allowed for a correct
response. 95

WSOIX1: 6. in class, given a list of 18 spanish idioms
taken from the unit story, the student

will write a statement in Spanish using
each idiom with grammatical accuracy, using
the text by Ugarte as reference in 20 mi-
nutes* and then recite his choices to the
class when called upon by the instructor
with accurate pronounciation* 95



UNIT II

Eta-MUM F.-4..tEL3M.,

The ambitions and conquests of Francisco Pizarro are reveal*

ed in this unit story. Also included are important cultural

aspects of the Inca indians, climatic conditions of Peru, and

the famous Temple of the Sun,

SIdogiAktam

ShALI The student will understand some of the basic
concepts Involving the importance of the mani
Yraneisco Pizarro and some historical and
Oult*Aral aspects of Peru.

ghltEUXEL: 14 *Wide glass, given a list of 3Q Spanish
Guest tons pertinent to the unit story, the
student will answer each question in a
complete and correct Spanish sentenee.s
using class tett by Moore c. s reference4

95

In class, the student will answer random
ST4/40 questions orally which pertain -t

to the unit story and discuss these in
More detail than one Sentence* *Wing his
memory as reference* 55'

Outside class the student wig wan
mapp,: trace the route followed by

7etaeisco Pizarro from the Isthmoo of!
Panama to Cajamareai in correct Spanish
and include a map leg0004

UR Outside 4440' the student Sill Writ0 a
PaPari150.400vordstia-44nisho*Opa':*

tne 140a and the Ate 4tVilizations,
including the tot .mooing :. a4, manner of
choos ing the ruler and the raft of govern*.



II. 9991:

Plagalax;

ment; b the extent of the Empire and
c. arts and crafts, with grammatical
accuracy. Include a bibliography. 95

The student will become familiar with and be
able to apply the Spanish idomatic phrases imp
troduced in this unit story.

4. In class, given a list of $ incomplete
punish sentences, the student will orally
choose the appropriate idomatic phrase for
a specific sentence when asked by the in.,
structor, using a list of three possible
answers for each sentence. Two minutes
allowed for each correct response. 95



UNIT lie.

A e cle Aprender.

The grammatical concepts included in this unit which are an

integral part of language proficiency are 1* the adjective;

2, position of adjective; 10 adjectives used with names; 4, ad.

verbs derived from adjectives; 5* adjective numerals (cardinal

and ordinal)*

Ea eb of these concepts are introduced through the unit

story, which is followed by rules for each case*

I.
SAAlgtkut

The student will learn to think in Spanish*

10 In the language laboratory the student will
listen attentively to the unit story on
tape, a minimun of three times successively,

100

In tne language laboraor the student will
listen attentively to 22 ,:)-panish questionS
about the story, and then, after each ques
tin he will repeat the question in spanish
outloud three times Successively with ace*,
urate pronounciation* This process is to
be repeated a minimun of two times,

100

In the language laboratory the student will
listen to 8 spanish questions on tape about
the story, and tnen, after each question he
will answer in a complete correct Spanish
sentence outloud. One minute is allowed
for a correct response without material
reference, .epeat process two times
successively* 90



II The student will understand the grammatical
concepts of the use of the adjective in Spanish.

ajpettiive: 4. Outside class given a list of 2, incomplete
Spanish sentences, the student will write
the appropriate form of the adjective in
the blank space provided, using the text
by Ugarte as references 95

In class, given a list of 15 nouns, each
with one or two incompletely spelled
adjectiven, the student will write sentences
for each series of words choosing the pro
r4er form of the adjective in the most
inpropriate position without material re
f;ronce, tn 25.-30 minutes e 95

ITI. Goal; The student will understand the uses of the
various Spanish idioms introduced in this unit.

falutim: 6. In class, the student will answer orally
in correct Spanish any question asked of
him concerning this unit story, employing
the newly introduced idioms, without re'',

ferences. Two minutes allowed for each
correct responses 95

In class, eiven a list of 24 Spanish idi000
and expressions from the unit story, the
student will '.rite a short simple statement
in correct Spanish, using text by U e

for referonce in 30 minutes, and then
recite selected choices when asked by the
instructor with accurate pronounciation.

100



1411T III,

Pedr2 & Luz=

Here we find the story of tlAe conquest of Chile, with the

involvement of men other than Valdivia sucL as Diego de Almagros

end the beginnings of towns named by Valdtvia himself, La

Lammas a famous peruvian poem and legend is introduced in this

unit story, showing the sorrow of the people.

aittkint

I. The student will comprehend some of the aspe
vlved in the conquest of Peru, and the an

in of the poom, IA A uparla

allairt: I. Outside class, given a list of 30 Spanish
questions pertinent to the unit story,
he student will answer each question with

a complete and correct Spanish sentences
using class text by Moore as references

In class, the student will answer random
Spanish questions orally which pertain
to the unit story, and discuss these in
more 'detail t one sentences using his
memory as reference. 204 lites will be
allowed for each correct response, 95

Outside class, the student will write a
pa ro 3 5 words, cm the diffig,

c ties of Diego de Almagross expedition
by the mountain route to that of Pero de
Valdivia by the costal route, includ.'
reasons for each route. Include a bib 1.00,

graphyo 9

OR (alternate activity on ext page)



abs.t...1.41g; Outside class, the student will name the

towns founded by Pedro Valdivia, includ

dates and circumstances of founding. In

elude a bibliography, 95

uR Outside class, the student will write a

paper of 300.400 words in which he des-

orthes two of the leading characters in

La amagalla, Include a bibliography. 95

The student will become familiar with and be

able to apply the Spanish idozatic phraces

introduced in t,lis unit story,

0 loci; 1. In class, the student will de.i.ine six given

Sleanish do .tic phrases from the unit story

fIrst written4 then orally when asked by the

instructor. The definitian is to be in

Spanish, 2 minutes will be allowed for a

complete aad correct response. 95
Without aid of reference materials



UNTT TIP

Wata lit Gon9iencia

Unit iiia is concerned with the following grammatical con

cepts: 1, the verb; 2. the present indicative; 34) the indefinite

preterite and the imperfect preterite; 4 the verb HAUT in teim.

poral expressions. Each gr-ogatical concept above is introduced

in the text unit story, which is followed by explanations of

each concept.

AUMAIXII

2241 The student will learn to think in Spanish'

0 v%: 1. in the language laboratory the student will
listen attentively in Spanish to the unit
story on tape a minimum of three times
successively. 100

2. in the language laboratory the student will
listen attentively in Spanish to 21 Spanish
questions on tape pertaining to the story,
and after each question he will repeat the
question in Spanish outloud three times
successively with accurate pronounciatton.
Frocess to be repeated a imum of two
times successively. 100

3. 411 the uage laboratory, the student
will listen attentively in S ish to 10
Spanish questions on tape about the story,
and after each question he will answer in
a complete, correct Spanish sentence with
out material references, no ute
ed for each correct response. Repeat prow,
cogs a mini of two times successively.

90



II. Goal: The student will understand the correct gra
tical use of the indefinite preterite and the
imperfect preterite, and of the verb HAutAtte

Altaixt: 4. outside *lass, given a list or 10 Spanish
sentences, the student will replace each
infinitive in parentheses for the corms'.
ponding form of the present, indefinite
preterite and imperfect preterite of the
indicetive using the class text by Ugate
as reference. 95

5, In class, given a list of 20 Spanish senten
cels the student will orally give the approw
priate form of the indefinite preterite or
of the imperfect preterite for each of the
infinitives in parentheses, without referm
once materials, TWO minutes will be allay,*
ed fora correct response, 95

be outside classalven a list of five Spanish
sentences, the student will replace the
infinitives in parentheses with the app..
ropriate form or forms of the verbs using
class text by Ugarte as referenee 95

OP

i'. 201.: The student will understand the uses of the
various Spanish idioms introduced in this unit,

In class, the student will answer orally in
correct panish any question asked of him
concerning this unit story, employing the
newly introduced idioms, without reference
materials. Two minutes will be allowed for
each correct response.

S. In class, given a list of 24 Spanish idioms
and expressions from the unitystory, the
student will write a short simple statement
in correct Spanish for each, using text by
Ugarte as reference, in 30 minutes, then
recite selected choacee when asked by the
instructor with accurate pronounciatione

100



PNIT.

tgs da ::112g124sAzar r'ederman

This unit story brings alive the unexplanable by chance

meetings of three adventurers who became the first caucasians to

enter an area near Bogota, Colombia, This situation is present.

ed quite comically since each man thought himself the first and

only caucasian in the area until, of course, they met,

q4jecSiall

o The student will comprehend the significance or
these three expeditions, along with the legend
of El Dorado,

0219autt: 1. Outside class , given a list of 30 Spanish
questions pertinent to the story, the stu
dent will answer each question with a coo,
plete and correct Spanish sentence, using
class text by Moore as reference0c 9

20 In class, the student will answer random
Spanish questions orally which pertain to
the story, and discuss these in more detail
than one sentence, using his memory as
reference, 2.3 minutes will be allowed for
each correct response. 95

3. Outside class, the student will write a
piper of 350-550 words, in which he des..
cribea the preparations made by Gonzalo
Jimenez de uesada for his expedition into
the interior. Written in Spanish, include
a bibliography. 95

OR Outside class, the student will write a
paper in Spanish of 350450 words in which
he relates the story of El Dorado, including

your opinion concerning the validity of such
a story, and a bibliography. 95



The student will become familiar with and be

able to apply the Spanish idiomatic phrases in

troduced in this unit.

2121011av lo in class, k..tle student will write 10 complete

Spanish sentences for a given list of 10

incomplete Spanish sentences based on the

unit story, correctly employing the Spanish

idiomatic phrases from the story, Vdthout

aid of references, 95



ki0M Law 1142Ve ;40119.41?

This unit of study introduces the following important gra

matical concepts: l the future; 2, tie uses of the infinitive;

110
verbs with a preposition preceding an infinitive,; 4. the

gerund; and 54, the passive participle. Lac 4 of the gramnatict

concepts above is introduced through the text unit story, which

is followed by explanations of each concept.

Ob'ect

g2A1;
The studont will learn to think in Spanish.

aajagtive: 19 In the language laboratory the student will

listen attentively to the unit story on
tape a minimum of three times successively
(listen in 3panish), 3A00

2, In the language laboratory the student will

listen attentively in Spanish to 15 Spanish

questions on tape pertaining to the story,

and after each question he will repeat the

question in Spanish outloud three times
successively with accurate pronounciation,
iTOCOSS to be repeated a minimum of two

times successively. 100

In the language laboratory the student will

listen attentively in Spanish to 7 Spanish
questions on tape about the story, and after
each question he will answer in a complete

correct Spanish sentence outloud, without

material references. One minute allowed
for a correct response. Repeat process a

niinumum of two times successively. 90

3.



The student will understand the correct
grammatical use of the future and conditional,
the gerund and the passive participle, and of
the preposition.

Objective) 4. Outside class, given a list of 11 Spanish
sentences, t' student will replace each
infinitive in parentheses for the corres
ponding form of the future and the condig.'
tional, using the text by Ugarte ar re
ference. 95

III. Gol:

5. In class, ,..ven a list of 14 Spanish sen-
tences, the student will give orally the
aPPropriate form of the gerund or passive
participle for each of the infinitives
in parentheses, without reference, when
asked by the instructor. Two minutes
allowed for a c:)rract response. 95

6. Outside class, given a list of 12 Spanish
sentences, the student will write the
appropriate preposition in the blank space
provided, using class text by Ugarte as
reference. 95

The student will understand the uses of the
various 3panish idioms introduced in this unit.

Ob-ectiv 7. In class, the student will answer orally in
Spanish any question asked of him concern-
ing this untt story, employing the newly
introduced idioms, witnout rererences.
Two minutes allowed fur a correct response.

95

8 In class, given e list of 24 Spanish idioms
and express ins from the unit story, the
student will write a short simple statement
in correct 3panish for each using text
by Ugarte as reference in 30 minutes, then
recite selected choices when asked by the
instructor with accurate pronounciation,

100



P.. 1113.: v..

S1,mon Bolivar

The liberator of Vene7uela and other countries, Simon o1ivar,

19 brought to light in this unit. Oiscussed are historical

aspects as his crossing of the Andes, and personal aspects of his

life. Also brought out nre essencial aspects of the wars for in

dependence in Latin America.

I. Wel;
VIAR9Ilves

The student will understand the significance of
the Latin American wars for independence and
F3lmon BoIivarfs part, in them.

gallgt411: 1. Outside class, given a list of 30 gpanis4
questions pertinent to the story1 the stu-
dent will answer each question with a coml.
plc and correct 3panish sentences using
class text by Moore as reference 95

2. In class, the student will answer rand=
Spanish questi ns orally which pertain to
the story, and discuss these in more detail
than one sentence, using his memory as
reference. 2.3 minutes will he allowed for
each correct responseto 95

3. Outside class, the student will list in
parallel columns the causes of the wars
for independence Of the Latin American
colonies and of the North American
colonies in a paper of 3500550 Words in
correct 5panish. Include a bibll,ograpny.

5

oR Outside class, the student; will write a
paper of 35O0550 words in Spanish in which



I. ObliaAt: 340 he briefly traces the military campaigns
of Simon Bolivar. Include a bibliography.

100

OR ,:)1Atside class, the student will write a
paper in Spanish of 450406500 words in which

discusses the role played by Antonio
H'ucre, one of Boadv4rfs generals, in the
conquest of I:eru. Include e bibliography.

95

The I.Ada'at wiJ..l become familiar with and be
able to apply the 3pRaS4 idiomatic phrases
introduced in this unit.

4. In c1a3s, the student will write original
complete and correct Spanish sentences
for a list of 8 idioms taken from the unit
story, correctly employing the idiom in
the sentences, without aid of references.

95

1

,e01.4010



UNIT V

Only two grarlmatical concents are ephasized in this unit,

but are nevertheless iT17ortr!nt: 1. radicaa changing verbs;

and 2. orthographic changing verbs . These two concerts are

introduced through the text unit storyp and this is followed by

rules applying to each csae.

21A9qpives

Goal: The student will learn to think in Spanish.

091(120-7q: 10 In the Language laboratory the student *till
listen attentively in Spanish to the unit
story on tape ,a minimum of three times
successively. '100

In the language laboratory the student win
listen attentively in Spanish to 20 :Spanish
questions on tape pertaining to the story,
and after each question he will repeat the
question in Spanish three times
successivelywith accurate prnnounciation.
Process to he repeated a minimum of two
times luccessively. 100

3 in the language laboratory the student will
listen attentively in Spanish to 10 Spanish
questions on tape about the story, am, after
each question he will answer outloud in a
complete, correct Spanish sentence without
references., One minute allowed for a .

correct response. Repear process a minimum
of two times successiray, 90

II. Goal: The student will understand the correct gramma*.
tiCal uses of radical and orthographic changing
verbs,



II. ailstlxvi 4. Outside class, given a list of 20 Spanish
sentences, the student will replace each
infinitive in Parentheses with the appro..
priate form of the present indicative,
with correct verb Spelling changes, using
text by Ugarte as references 95

In class, given a list of 12 Spanish
sentences., the student will give orallY
the appropriate form of the present, indef..

finite preterite or gerund in place of the
infinitives in parentheseso with correct
verb spelling changes, without references.
Two minutes will be allowed for a correct
resPonse 95

III, Gal: The student will understand the uses of the
various Spanish idioms introduced in this units

?b_3ect'y'es 6. in class the student will answer oral in
correct Spanish any question asked of im
concerning this unit story, employing the
newly introduced idioms, without reference.
Two minutes allowed for a correct responses

95

In class, given a list of 23 Spanish idioms
and expressions from the unit story, the
student will write a short simple statement
in correct Spanish for each, using text by
Ug e as references in 30 minutes, then
recite selected choices when asked by the
instructor with accurate pronounciation.
Statements to be original. 100



sA

UNIT VI

The independence of Chile, an important event in the history

of Latin America, is discussed in this unit. This includes not

only tbe well known actions leading to the independence, but also

the "secret conference" between San Martin and Bolivariwhich had

a vita 1 marking on the governmental outcome of Chile and the

fact o San Navin !s criollolsmo as an added disadvantage.

goal:

Alcogt Ana

The student will become involved with the

activities of the chilean independence, and the

part played in it by San Martin.

ObJe eve: 1. Outside class given a list of 30 Spanish

questions pertinent to the story the stu
dent will answer each question with a com

plete and correct S ish sentence, using

class text by Moore as reference. 9,

In class the student will answer random

Spanish questions orally which pertain to

the story, and discuss these in more than

one sentence, using his memory as reference.

m3 minutes allowed for a correct response,
95

side class, the student will write a

paper in S sh of 3 50450 words in

Which he die see the position of the

"criollo" in Latin American histo in

elude; advantages 29 disadvan ages;
and 3. give a definition of the word.

Include a bibli aptly. 95

OK (ate to activities on n page).



ititattxt: 3. outside class, the student will, on an
outline map of the area, trace the route
followed by Jose de San martin in his
conquest of chile and Meru o Include a
legend, and ja. bibliography') All writing
must be in Spanish, 100

OR Outside class the student will write a
paper in 6panish of 450.450 words in which
he compares simon Solivar and Jose de San
Martin using the following headings:

n military genius; boo generosity of charm,

acter; co final accomplishments, 95

Goal: The student will become familiar with and be
able to apply the Spanish idiomatic phrases
introduced in this unit of study,.

Object, 44. in class, the student will complete 10
Incomplete Spanish sentences by placing
the correct idiomatic phrase in the blank
spaces provided, without aid of references.

95



AgAtalgla

11412exive verbs, the verb GU3TAR and other similar verbs,

and the personal preposition "a" are the important grammatical

concepts introduced in this unit of study. Bach of these noted

concepts are introduced through the unit story, which is follow.

ed by explanations of each case*

U.

0 *e

gtiMiltt

The student will learn to think in $ ish*

10 In the iguage laboratory the student w
listen attentively in Spanish to the unit
story on tape a minimum of three times
successively. 100

In the language laboratory the student will
listen attentively in Spanish to 20 Spanish
questions pertinent to the story, and after
each question given on the tape, he will
repeat the questjofl in Spanish outloud t ,ee
times successively with accurate pronounc
ation, Process to be repeated a minimum of
two times successively* 100

In the lan ge laboratory, the student
will listen attentively in S ish to 9
Spanishquestions on tape about the story,
and after each question he will wear in
a complete, correct Spanish sentence with
out references, ute allowed for
a correct response, Repeat process a an.
imum of two times successively 90

The student will co ebend the gra tical
essence of reflexive verbs Verbs like GUSTAR.



II. AA=.42R: Outside class the student will write
answers to a given list of 17 Spanish
questians) Oith a domnlete and correct
Spanish sentence employing the same verb
as is in each question') using the class
text by Ugarte as reference. 95

III* G al: The student will understand the uses of the
various Spanish idioms introduced in the un

v . 5 in class, the student will answer ora I
correct Spanish any question asked of hlm
concerning the unit story) employing the
newly introduced idioms) without reference
materials* Two minures allowed for a
correct response* 95

in class) given a list of 23 idioms

and expressions from the unit story, the
student will write a short simple statement
in correct Spanish for each) using t
by Ug e as reference, in 30 utes)

then recite selected choices when asked by
the instructor with accurate pronounciationo

100



kanardo OW (Tins

Oddly enough an irishman is the one who helped San Martin

to organize a strong army in Mendoza in order to take over the

Spanish in liberating Chile. it Is this irishman, Bernardo

O'Higgins, who became Chile's first dict tor. Francisco Miranda

is also introduced as OtHig-ins; professor*

ajectives

The student will appreciate the historical
aspects regarding a foreigner in the liberation
of a Latin American country.

Al/Itint: 1. Outside class, given a list of 30 Spanish
questions pertinent to the story the stun
dent will answer each question with a corn-
plots and correct Spanish sentence, using
class text by Loom as reference. 95

In class the student will answer random'
Spanish questions orally which pertain, to
the ntory, and discuss these in more detail
than one sentence? using his memory as
reference* 2-3 =lutes will be allowed for
a correct response. 95

Outside class the student will write a
per in Spanish of 35000550 words out.

fining the social titutions in Latin
America dur the colonial periods in..
eluding the following: a Council of the
Indlea; b, a de Contrataeion; 00 Ade"
lantado; do Audiencia; e* Alealde; fo Ca
%Aldo; and go Corregidor* Include also
a biblio phy* 100

0 R 41ternate activity on next page).



Outs ,de class, the student will write a
paper in '.ipanish of400406a0 words discussi
the part played by Bernardo O'Higgins in t. e
Chilean struggle for independence, 100

tea The student will become farailiar with and be
able to apply the Spanish. idiomatic phrases
introduced in thi a unit of study,

4, 4.11 class e!iven a list of incomplete
Spanish Sentences (10)0 the student will
Wiri Write complete sentences by filling
the blank spaces with the appropriate
idiomatic phrases from the it story,
without aid of references, 95



1,41/2413 ILLia

Joe Decide N q,eciali rse ren panol

This unit of study intr duces the conjugation of the

present subjunctive, commands, irregular imperatives and per

sonal pronouns as the next essencial grammatical concepts in

the understanding of the 3panis:1 language mach of these gram ma..

tleal concepts are introduced through the text unit story which

is followed by rules of each case,

The student will learn to think in Spanleho

In the language laboratory the student
will l sten attentively in Spanish to
the unit story on tape a minimum of three
times successively, 100

In the language laboratory the student will
listen attentively in Spanish to 20 5 ash
questizins pertinent to the story on tape,
and a fter each question he will repeat
the question in Spanish outloud three
times successively with accurate pronounci,
ation, Frocess to be repeated a minimum Of

two times successively, 100

In the language laboratory the student
will listen attentively in S ish to g
Spaash questions on tape about the story,

and after each question he will answer in
a complete correct Spanish sentence with..

references. cue ue allowed or a

correct response, Repeat process a lop

mum of two times successively. 90



The student will understand the conce s of
commands, negative and affirmative, and of the
use of pronouns,

(AdtgkkEt: 4. Outside class, given a list of 7 Spantsh
infinitives, the student will write an
affirmative command and a negative command
for each, with accurate spelling, using
the class text by Ugarte as reference. 95

In class, given a' list of 12 affirmative
comtnands, the student will orally change
these to negative commands when as zed by
the instructor, without references,
minute allowed for a correct response, 95

Outside class, the student will write
answers to a given list of 8 Spanish cues,
tions in a complete 0 panic -tai sentence using

the appropriate pronoums. class text by
Ugarte as a reference, 95

In class, given a list of 9 spanio
merits, the student will change the
raents by writing the correspondin&
noun for the existing nouns, in 1'5

wit out reference ,

h state..
state

prom

minutes
95

The student will understand the uses of the
various bpanish idioms introduced in this unit.

allgum: 8. In clams, the student win_ answer orally
in correct 6panish any question asked of
him concerning this unit story, employing
the newly introduced idioms, without re..
forcnCes4 Two minutes will be allowed
for a correct reflponse 95

In class, given a list of 17 SPanish idioms
and express ions from. the unit story, the
student will write an Original short simple
statement in correct S ishfor each, using

xtte by Ugarte as reference, in 20145
minutes. 100



UVIT VIII

The United States tan tt tie only one who has a man known

as tie Father of the Country. Mexico also laas a Nleor Wash.

in, nt as this unit presents Hidalgo; his philosophies and

activities and the famous "U ito de Del(xras" are di discussed in

this unit of study

91219attom

Go-I: The student will become acquainted with Mexico s
history in reguard to her independence and
idalgo's part in that fight,

1. Outside class given a list of 30 Spanish
queations pertinent to the story the stuomm
dent will answer each question with a com-
plete and correct Spanis1 sentence, using
class text by Moore as reference, 95

In class, the student will answer random
Spanish questions orally which pertain to
the story, and discuss these in more detail
than one sentence, using his memory as
reference. 2 3 minutes allowed for a correct
response. 95

Outside class, the student will write a
paper in Spanish of 45(450 words. in
*doh he states the role played by the
scientific and literary clubs that were
organised in Latin America during the
revolutionary period. Include a biblio
graphys 95

gasit s student will be oms familiar with and be



'



Eita

Gen ac-''
11,0

has iced in this unit are the follawin gramiraticca ono,

cepts: 1, ar present subjunctaxe; 2 inp rsonal sub,

junctive expressions and other subjunctive uses; 3 personal

pronouns. after-:prepo -Ita:.)hf,. These qr .11"votical concepts are

introduced in the unlit $t0-1) JP the:text, V:hich followed. by

_0)tplanations of_eac4 conoopt

Is Go 1: The student

Alaartin: 1,

will learn to think in pani

n the language laboratory the student
Taill listen attentively in Spanish to
the unit story' on tape a minimum of three
successive times, 100

In the language laboratory the student
will listen attentively in Spanish to 21
Spanish questions on tape pertat to
toe story) and after each question he will
repeat the question in Spanish outloud
three times successively with accurate
propounciation Process to be repeated
a minimum of two successive times, 100

In the 1 maze laboratory the student
will listen attentively in S ish to 9
Spanish questions on tape about the story,
and after each question he will answer
in a complete co et Spanish sentence
without material references, One minute
allowed for each correct response Req.

peat process a imam of to successive
times. 95



II, GOAL: The student will understand the correct
grammatical uses of the subjunctive,

gbilaktg: 4. in class the student will trite complete
Spanish sentences for a list of 22 given
incomplete

sentences
sentences, bi; using

the appropriate form of the ver which
appears in the infinitive form in n
theses, in 35 minutes, using class tom.
by Ugarte as reference, 95

III, 22a1;
_4
The student will understand the uses of the
various Spanish idioms introduced in this unit.

WAL 5. In class, the student will answer °rail
in correct Spanish any question asked of
him concerning the unit story, employing

the newly introduced idioms correctlYs
without references, Two minutes allowed
for a correct response, 95

Outside class, a lista. 20-1panish
idioms used in he unit stbry, the student
wilt write a shert original stateMen
correct Spanish for each, using text b
Ugarte as reference. l 00



Blow barn

A man for whom many things have been named, being a Zapotee

India n did not seem to interfer. This unit relates the activio

ties of Juares as a reformer and diplomat. Also, facts o

imilliat and Carlota are introduces, including notes of Carlota, a

personal diary, and the famous Castillo de Chapultepsco

ii.

Weiat jag

The student will become acquainted with the

reasons for Juarez, importance in Latin Amer

History,

14 Outside class the sstudent will answe
given list of 30 Spanish questions if

a complete and correct Spanish sentence
using class text by Moore as reference,

95

In class the student will answer rot OM
Spanish questions orally which pertain to
the unit story, and discuss these in more

detail than one sentence using memo

as reference, 2 -3 minutes ell for a

correct response*

Outside class, the student will
per in Spanish of 350450 words !oath

e dletUsses the reform laws of Juarez

including reasons for advantages an t
advantages of eac a bibli

The student will become familiar with
able to apply the Spanish idiom in this

4 1s elates the student will write 8 04,001016



Qb-1414 Axe 4. Spanish statements for a given 11st of
8.Spanish idioms taken from the text
without references in :040 #1110415* 95



11 sit Emajael a UU2a134

Further grammatical 11308 of the subjunctive tense are the

main concerns of this unit. These new uses are introduced

through the unit story of the text, which is followed by ex

planatiQns of these uses.

aii,20111A.

The student will learn to think in Spanis

. In the language laboratory the student
will listen attentively in Spanish to
the unit story on tape a minimum of
successive times.

2. In the language laboratory the etesi
listen attentively in spanieh to 17 Spanish
statements on tape pertaining to the story
and after each statement he will repeat it
in S anish outloud three times successively,
with accurate pronounciatione 100

In the language laboratory the studen
will listen, attentively in Spanish, to
Spanish questions on tape about the story,
and after each question he will answer to
a complete and correct Spanish sent.** wi
out references, One minute allowed for
correct response, Repeat process a
mum of three times success vely,

t wS1 understand further
subjunctive tens4r0

Ontside class the student will writs
ap ta of the verb for

in lap hoses on a given



Li. Objective: 4* 19 Spanish se:Ito:west using the class
text by Ugarte as reference* 95



UNIT X

Loa ktait

This unit is concerned with a revo.ucionary writer Jose

Matri, who began this career at the outbreak of the Ten Years'

War in 18680 Inspite of all his years' spent in loyality to

his cause, he finally died in vain*

QUIRUXEM

The student will become familiar with the
revelucionary causes in which Kati found
himself and his philosophies of such,

gmegusw 10 Outside class the student will write
answers in complete and correct S panic h
for a given list of )0 Spanish uestione
or anent to the story, using c taut

by Moore as reference. 95.

In class, the student will answer random
Spanish questions orally which pertain to
the story, and discuss these in more
tail than one sentence, using' memory as
reference. 2003 minutes allowed for a
correct response. 9$

Outside class, the student will write a
paper in SPanish of 350450 words in which
he discusses th causes for the Cuban w r
for independence, and Matrios part in it
Include a bibliography, 95

OR Outside class, the student will write a
paper in Spanish of 4 0 words which
discusses the theori overnment held

and by the gen so Include a
lography



The student will become familiar with and be
able to apply the Spanish idioms introduced
in this unit*

ghitstim: 44 class, the student will writs as
list of at least 15 Spanish idioms intro
duced in this unit story* 100
Using text by Moore for reference;
in 30 minItes.



el Lab, Um

The travels through the Basque country continue the study

the uses of the subjunctive tense. These various grammatical

concepts of the subjunctive are introduced through the text

unit story which is followed by rules for each particular

case in question.

Platzang
The student will learn to think in SpaAisho

alegamft 1, In the language laboratory the student
wdll listen attentively in Spanish tO
the unit story on tape a minimum of throe
successive times. 100

In the language laboratory the student
will listen attentively in Spanish to
Spanish Statements on the tape pertaining
to the story and after each statement
he will repeat it in S ish outloud t h ree
times successively wit accurate pronoun*
ciatione Process to be a repeated c mini
aim of two times successively. 100

In the language laboratory, the student
will listen attentively in Spanien to 10
Spanish questions on tape about the story
and after each question he will answer in
a complete, correct Spanish sentence out
loud, without references. One minute is
allowed for a correct response, Repeat
process a minimum of two successive times.

95



II. RAW The student will comprehend further gra mmatical
concepts of the subjunctives

91212.01110 4. outside class, given a list of 13 Spanish
sentences, the student will write the
appropriate form of the verb in place of
the infinitives in parentheses, using the
class text by Ugarte as reference. 95

In class, when asked a Spanish question by
the instructors the student will answer
the question in Spanish with correct
grammar and pronounciations and using
part of the question is his response.
2 *Salutes allowed for a correct response
without references. 45

Lit. %WO The student will understand the uses of the
various Spanish idioms introduced in this unit.

gidgestlyv 6. in class, the student will answer orally in
correct Spanish any question aksed of him
concerning this unit story, without refer..
owe. Two minutes allowed for a correct
response. 95

In classo given a list of 17 Spanish Idioms
and expressions from the unit story, the
student will write an original short simple
statement in correct Spanish for each, em..
ploying the idiom appropriately, using the
class text by Ugarte as reference, in 30
minutes. 100



Don 'Pedro II

Don Pedro Ti is the main figure in this unit, involving the

rule of Portugal and the war of independence which began with

the cry, "La Independencia o la Muerte!" Also brought out are

acquaintances of Don Pedro such as Longfellow, Emerson, Holmes,

and even Alexander Graham Bell.

The student will become acquainted with the
life of Don Pedro, and the fight of indepen
donee in which he was involved.

tab sect,v 1. Outside class the student will write
answers in somplete and correct Spanish
for a given list of 30 Spanish questions
pertenent to the story, using the class
text by Moore as reference. 95

In class, the student will answer random
Spanish questions orally which pertain to
the story, and discuss these in more than
one sentence, using memory as reference.

,

20 minutes allowed for a correct respons
95

Outside class the student will write a
paper in Spanish of 45000650 words in which
he discusses the accomplishments of Don
Juan in Brasil, include a bibliography.

95

UR Outside class the student will write a
r in (banish or 450-650 words in which
descrines and discusses the causes o

the abdiction of Don Pedro I. Include
a bibliography. 95



I. 41,29t_ti I: 3,
OR The student, outside class, will write a

paper in Spanish of 450450 words describing
the travels of Do Pedro II in America,
including his acquaintances. Include a

bibliography. 95

II (IpaX: The student will become familiar with the
various spanish idioms introduced in thix unit

and be able to apply them appropriately.

&mam: 4. In class the student will write 8 original
Spanish sentences for a given list of 8
Spanish idioms introduced in this unit,
employing the idiom a propriately, in
15 minutes, without aid of refercnces, 95



pviT fla

This unit brings the uses of the verbs SER and BST AR to

importance along with the passive voice and irregular verbs,

As in units past, these grammatical concepts are introduced

through the text unit story, which is followed by explanations

of each concept.

WiectiYes

fig a: the student will learn to think in Spanish.

alparkketv 1. In the language laboratory the student will
listen attentively to the unit story in.
Spanish on tape a minimum of three times
in succession, 100

In the language laboratory the student
will listen attentively in Spanish to
20 Spanish statements on tape pertaining
to the story, and after each statement
he will repeat it in Spanish outloud three
times successively with accurate pronouns.
cation. Process to be repeated a mini.,
mum of two times successively. 100

In the language laboratory the student
will listen attentively in Spanish to 8
Spanish questions on tape about the story
and answereeach question in a complete
and correct Spanish sentence without re.
ferences. One minute allowed for a correct
response. Itepeat process a minimum of two
times successively. 5-

1I. WA: The student will understand the uses of SER and
OMR.



II. Alitgkaft: 4. Outside class, given a list of 16 incomo
plete Spanish sentences, the student will
complete the sentences by supplying the
appropriate form of the verb SER or B8TAK
in the blank spaces provided.

iii. 0.110 The student will understand the uses of the
various Spanish idioms introduced in this unit.

pplastAxl: 5. In class the student will answer orally
in correct Spanish any question asked of
him concerning this unit story, employing
the newly introduced idioms, without
references. Two mimtes allowed for a
correct response. 95



'

IT XII

ir nei de 11, Cr. 'jai

The only woman brought to discussion, this unit deals with

Sor Juana as an accomplished writer at a very young age. Not only

unusual in this respect, but also it was unusual for a women of

the aevententh century to be interested is such profound activi

ties and to be recognized at the same time.

I. (k...114;

4isZAzit:

woman
The student will become familiar with the back..

ground of his literary figure , Sor Juanajnes
de la Cruz,

1. Outside class, given a list of 24 Spanish-
questions pertinent to the story, the stuF6
dent will answer each question with a comlm
plete and correct Spanish sentence, using
class text by moore as reference. 95

2. In class, the student will answer random
Spanish questions orally which pertain to
the story, and discuss these in more detail
than one sentence, using memory as referen
ce. 2603 minutes allowed-far a correct re-
sponse. 95

3. Outside class, the student will write a
paper in Spanish of 4500,650 words, which
discusses the literature of colonial Latin
America with special emphasis on the chroni
cle and the epic. Include bibliography, 95

UR Outside class, the student will write a
paper in Spanish of 550400 words which
discusses sor Jana: as biography, be works
04) her influence on the times, do style*
include a bibliography.



The student will become familiar with and be
able to apply the Spanish idioms introduced
in this unit of study.

91212aul: 4. In class, the:stvdent will'makeWlist of
at least 15 idiomatic phrases from the
story and use in en original Spanish
sentence, using class text by more as
reference, in 30 minutes. 95.



UNIT, XIIa

Palirstataxa

This unit reviews the following grammatical concepts.

10 possessive adjectives; 2, possessive pronouns; 3e irregular

verbs. E40h grammatical concept above is introduced in the text

unit story, which is followed by rules for each case.

ajltiajapjj,
I. COAL: The student will learn to think in Spanish,

QuIguit: 1, In the language laboratory the student will
listen attentively in '4anish to the unit
story on tape a minimum of three times
successively. 100

2, In the language laboratory the student will
listen attentively in Spanish to 20 Spanish
statements on tape pertaining to the story,
and after each statement he will repeat it
outloud in Spanish with accurate pronounci*
ation three times, Process to be repeated
a minimum of two times successively. 100

3. In the language laboratory the student
will listen attentively in Spanish to 11
Spanish questions on tape about the story
and after each question he will answer it
outloud in a complete and correct Spanish
sentence without references, One minute
allowed for a correct response. Repeal,
process a minimum of two times successively.

95

11. gal: The student will understand the uses of possess..
lye adjectives and pronouns and of irregular
verbs.



Ciziale: 4. The student outside class, siVen a lit
of9 Spanish statements, will write the
appropriate possessive pronoun for the
existing i,ossessive adjectives and nouns
in each statement, using text by Ugarte
as reference. 95

2gal:

Outside class, the student will supply the
appropriate form of the verb for the infi,.
nitive in parentheses in a list of 12
givp n n184 statements, using class text
by +gar as reference. 95

The student will understand the uses of the
various Spanish idioms introduced in this unit.

Allaixt: 6. In class, given a list of 23 Spanish idioms
from the story, the student will write
original Spanish sentences, correctly emm
ploying these Spanish idioms in each sem.
'banes, using text by Ugarte as reference,
in 30 minutes. 100



UNIT XIiI

ilaigAu jatinai,

Sarmiento, the reformer, educator, writer and liberal thinker

in Latin American history is a man to be remembered. This unit

concentrates on the3e aspects of 3armiontc, including his intent

to become a useful man in society as did Ben Franklin. H real-

ized this in establishing free schools for all.

ObiegIIVA

The student will become acquainted with the
basic aspects in the life of 13Y Sarmiento.

jesSjaat: 1. outside class, given a list of 36 Spaneh
questions pertinent to the story, the stu-
dent will answer each question with a com-
plete and correct Spanish sentence, using
class text by Moore as reference, 95

2. in class, the student will answer rendom
Spanish questions orally, in Spanish, which
pertain to the story, and discuss these in
more detail than one sentence, using memory
as reference. 23 minutes allowed for a
correct response. 95

3. Outside class, the student will write a
paper in Spanish of 450-650 words which
discusses the ideas expressed by Sarmiento
in nducacion PopularP. Include a bib.
liography. 95

II ligas The student will be able to apply the idioms
introduced in this unit.

911101.Aft: 1;p The student will make his own list of at least
10 Spanish idioms from the story, in class
without references, in 15 minutes, 90



g. Unix

gjimoit 2144, Wag,Jena-n

The grammatical concepts dealt with in this unit include

the following: 1. demonstrative adjectives and pronouns; and

2. additional irregular verbs, each of these concepts are

introduced through the text unit story, which is followed by

explanations of the same.

Aies:Alut

9.211: The student will learn to think in Spanish.

aluttxt: 1. In the language laboratory the student
will listen attentively in Spanish to
the unit story on tape a minimum of three
times successively, 100

141 the language laboratory the student
will listen attentively in Spanish to 17
Spanish statements on tape pertaining to
the story, and after each statetent* he
will repeat the statement in Spanish out
loud three times successively. ivocess
to be repeated a minimum of two times
successivelIs 100

3. In the language laboratory the student
will listen attentively in Spanish to 8
Spanish questions on tape about the story
and after each question he will answer it
in a complete, correct Spanish sentence
without references. One minute allowed
for a correct response. repeat process
a minimum of two times successively. 95

II. pupal; The student will understand the uses of demenm
stratus adjectives and pronouns, and irregular
verbs.



II. U1.2aMift,v: 4. Outside class the student will replace
the demonstrative adjectives and nouns
in a given list of 9 Spanish sentences
with the corresponding pronouns, using
the class text by Ugarte as reference.

95

outside class, given a list of 15
Spanish statements, the student will
replace the infinitive in parentheses
with the appropriate, form of the verb,
using class text by Ogarte as reference.

95

201: The student will understand the uses of the
various spanish idioms introduced in this unit.

Ainttrt: 6. In class the student will answer orally
in correct Spanish any question asked
of him concerning this unit story, em.
pleying the newly introduced idioms
correctly, without reference. Two minutes
allowed for a correct response. 95

In class, given a list of 2 Spanish idioms
from this unit, the student will give
orally a Spanish sentence for an idiom\
when asked by the instructor, employing
the idiom correctly, two minutes allowed
for a correct response, no references.

95



UNIT XIV

Ulan kuja

Ruben Dario is one of the most celebrated Spanish poets.

This unit follows Dario's background to becoming a recognised

poet, from seven years of age through his publication of "Asul"

and the definite establishment of modernism in Latin American

literature;

Objecve
The student will become acquainted with the
basic aspects of the life and works of Ruben
Dario.

beet 1* Outside class, given a list of 24 Spanish
questions pertinent to the story, the stu.'
dent will answer each question with a comp
plete, correct Spanish sentence, using
class text by Moore as reference, 95

2. Incelass the student will answer random
Spanish quest= orally which pertain to
the unit story, and discuss these in more
than three sentences, using menory as re-
ference 2-3 minutes allowed for a correct
response. 95

Outside class, the student will write a
paper in Spanish of 430450 words which
discusses the modernistic tendency in
Latin American poetry, including ao the
fundamental ideals and bio the principle
people involVed. Include bibliography, 96

OR Outside clap's the student will writs a
paper in Spanish of 4500650 words which
deals with the comparison the publication
of Aza to 'tha kmir41 1 Include
a bibliograohyso 95



II. G 11,1: The student will become famillar with the
Spanish idioms of this unit and be able to
apply_ them correctly.

21129WXI: 4. In class, the student will write 10 comm
plate Spanish sentences for a given list of
10 incomplete Spanish sentences based on
the story, correctly employing the Spanish
idioms, without aid of references. 95



WET XIVa

Pacer de IV .117. en Madrid

This unit introduces the following essencial grammatical

concepts; 1* indefinite pronouns and adjectives; 2. relative

pronouns; 3, the interrogatives QUE and UAL; 4. exclamations;

5. further irregular verbs* Each of these grammatical con..

cepts are dealt with in the text unit story, which is followed

by explanations of each concept.

P.12,je

22A1: The student will learn to think in Spanish.

Pbiectives: 1* In the language laboratory the student
will listen a ttentively in Spanish to
the unit story on tape a minimum of
three times successively. 100

2. In the language laboratory the student
will listen attentively in Spanish to 16
Spanish statements pertaining to the
story, and after each statement he will
repeat the statement out loud in Spanish
three times successively* Process to be
repeated a minimum of two times successively*

100

In the language laboratory the student
will listen attentively in Spanish to 10
Spanish questions on tape about the story,
and he will then answer each question in
a complete, correct Spanish sentence outs.
loud without references. One minute allowed
for a correct response. Repeat process a
minimum of two times successively. 95



II, iggl; The student will understand the uses of pro-
n.)uns, interrogatives, and irregular verbs.

ObigAtivq: 4. Outside class, given a list of 9 incomplete
Spanish sentences, the student will make
them complete by writing the appropriate
pronoun in the blank space provided,
using the text by Ugarte as reference. 95

5. Outside'class, given a list of 8 incomplete
questions, the student will make them com
lete by writing the appropriate words
UE or CUAL, in the blank space provided

using text by Ugarte as refere4ce, 95

class) given a list of 9 Spanish state
m,nts) tIm student will orally give the
appropriate form of the verb for each in-
finitive in parentheses, without reference.
TWO minutes allowed for a correct response,

95

III. A04: The student will understand the uses of the
various ';panish idi*ms introduced in this unit.

2219Avat: 7. In class, the student will answer orally
in Spanish any question asked of him con
corning thif3 unit story, employing the
newlt introduced idioms, without reference
Two minutes allowed for a correct response.

95

8. In class given a list of 20 Spanish idioms
from this unit? the student will orally
put the idiom into an original statement
correctly when asked by the instructor,
without references, two minutes allowed for
a correct response. 95



T XV

IlLe,49. Ely=

The group of painters known as "muralistas" is exemplified

by Diego Rivera of. Mexico. This unit deals with the life and

philosophies of the painter, one who has his original works

of art permanently displayed all around Nexico and other places

a s in the United States. hivera is worthy to study. Besides

being a celebrated artist he is a thinker, and writer of merit

that explains his art.

Mull=
The student will become familiar with Ruben,
Dario, his philosophies and his art.,

plaltmlat: 1. Outs _de class, given a list of 15 Spanish
questions pertinent to the story the stu«
dent will answer each ouestion with a com
plete, correct Spanish sentence, using
class text by liloore as reference. 95

In class, the student will answer random
S nish questions orally which pertain to
tle story, and discuss in more detail than
four sentences, using memory as reference,
2 -3 minutes allowed for a correct response.

95

Outside class the student will write a
paper in Spanish of 550400 words which
discusses the formative years of the artist,
Diego Rivera. Include bibliography, 95



3e (an alternative activdty) Outside clan
the student will write a paper in Spanish
of 350400 words which describes the
manner in which he prepared for the role he

was to play in the development of Nexican
Art, Include a bibliography, 95

OR Outside class the stuaent will write a
paper in Spanish of 300%400 words which
discusses the places where Rivera 's murals

may be found, and how they got there
Include a bibliography, 95



La Yue A Amer cq

This unit o± study continues with l a comparative adjectives

30 uses of PARA and

UK; 40 the conjunctions EbRUI S1 NO and No QUEC As in the

previous units i these concepts tire brought out in the text unit

story, which i, followed by a section of explanations for all

of these concepts,

and adverbs f, ti ae br;olute superlat iv

29144,

ad =tin

*

Q1,41.911

The student will learn to think in Spanish,

1, In the language laboratory the student

will listen attentively in Spanish to

the unit story on tape a minimum of three

times fluccessivelye 100

2, in the language laboratory the student

will listen attentively in Spanish to 10

8panish questions pertinent to the story,

and after each question he will answer in

Spanish with a complete and correct song-

tence without material references, One

minute allowed for each correct responee,
Repeat process a minimum of two times

successively, 95

The student will understand the uses of

and PARA.



II. alto...tat; 3. Outside class the student will make coi .
plete sentences from a list of 16 incomple te
Spanish sentences by writing the proper
word, FOR or PARA, in the blank space pro-
vided, using text by ugarte as reference.

95


